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SUMMARY
The data for this study were gathered by personal interviews with 298
white and 292 Negro families living
in representative cotton plantation
The objectives of the study
areas.
were: (1) to take an inventory of the
training and work experience of the
labor supply in an intensive cottonproducing area, (2) to study factors
that might result in this supply being
more or less willing to change occupations

and locations and more or
occupations and

less useful in other

(3) to coordinate these
data with data on displacements of
labor on plantations obtained by research agricultural economists of the
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station in the same areas and, (4) on
the basis of data thus obtained to
make suggestions for effective use of
the displaced labor supply in mechanized cotton areas.

locations,

Training and

Work Experience

In the 292 Negro families were 728
individuals 14 years and over. In
this labor supply three-fourths of the
family heads, one-half the homemakers and other male members,
and about one-fourth of the other

female members had less than fifth
grade schooling. Only about 3 percent of the family heads and homemakers had completed one or more
grades in high school. Only 3 percent
of the 728 had had one or more vocational courses.
The work experience of these Negroes w^as limited,
for the most part, to farming. Where
there was experience in nonfarm
work, it was, in most cases, in unskilled or semiskilled wage work.
In the 298 white families were 816
individuals in the labor supply.
About 14 percent of the family heads

and homemakers, about 20 percent of
the other males, and 9 percent of the
other females had completed less
than 5 grades in school. More than
one-third the heads and nearly
one -half the homemakers had
completed one or more grades in
high school. In this group of 816 individuals were 17 percent who had
had one or more vocational courses.
The work experience of the whites
was similar to that of the Negroes,
but there were more whites with experience as farm owners, farm rentmore whites
ers, farm managers;
with nonfarm experiences, such as
skilled wage work; managers, clerks
and kindred work; proprietor; professional work.
Factors Favorable and Unfavorable
for

More
ers in

Change in Occupations
and Locations
of the heads and homemakwhite families had lived in

urban areas, more had lived in locations other than the Yazoo Delta and
Mississippi; on the other hand, more
of the heads and homemakers in Negro families had parents, brothers,
and/or

sisters

residing

outside

the

South.
In the report year median cash income of Negro families was $590.
Median value of food produced and
used was $170. About 4 percent of
the families had liquid assets of $250
and over. White families in the same
period had median cash incomes of
$1725 and median value of food produced of $270. About 49 percent of
these families had liquid assets of

$250 and over.

About 60 percent of the white famand 80 percent of the Negro

ilies
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families

who had
social
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had one or more members
participated in one or more

organizations in the

nity, usually the church,

4

commu-

during the

month period preceding the

inter-

view.

Displacement in Mechanization
Economists of the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station estimate
that with mechanization in cotton
production, one family can farm 100
acres. Sharecroppers and one-family-farm-renter families will be the
two groups most greatly affected by
mechanization, since the majority of
families in these areas are in these

two

classes.

renters have

Then too, owners and
more capital to help in

necessary adjustments. On the basis
of acreage operated by cropper and
one-family-farm-renter families, it
is estimated that land now farmed by
240 croppers and one-family-farmrenters can be handled with mechanized production by 46 families or
about 20 percent. Total displacement,
however, of all groups will probably
not be greater than two-thirds.
These approximations assume that
effective weed control methods eliminating hand operations will be developed.
In the 240 cropper and one-familyfarm-renter families are 645 individuals 14 years and over, 95 percent
of whom assist in the cotton crop.
Full mechanization will mean, therefore, displacement not only of the
family head who makes the crop, but

displacement

of

homemakers

and

other males and females, usually
sons and daughters who also assist.

one-family-farm-renter families not
needed in cotton production. It is important that youth in these families
remain in school or return to school,
since elementary schooling is basic
background information for almost
all kinds of vocational training. Public schools in these cotton areas need
to offer a wide range of vocational
training which fits in well with the
economy. More nonfarm work must
be made available if cotton areas are
to benefit from mechanization.
At
present more sons and daughters in
these families secure nonfarm work
out of Mississippi than in the state.

Sons

Labor Supply

daughters

with

more

Effective use of the displaced labor
supply of cropper and one-familyfarm-renter families will also involve more emphasis on education
for homemaking.
in these families

Women

and girls
need to develop
and pride in work-

household skills
manship. Many are now more skilled
in chopping and picking cotton than
in performing ordinary household
tasks.

Youthful heads of cropper and
one-family-farm-families will be in
a more favored position than older
heads of such families, since they will
find adjustments in new occupations

and locations less difficult. They will
benefit most from any out-of-school
training programs that might be offered.

Family heads 35-59 years will perhaps be less willing to shift into new
occupations and locations.
Occupa-

somewhat

similar to those

now

pursued would, therefore, seem suittable, such as truck farmer, dairylivestock
producer,
forestry
worker, ditching. The family heads
60 years and over will present a
more difficult problem. Poorer soil

ing,

Effective use of the displaced labor
supply involves in the main effective
use of members of sharecropper and

and

schooling more often leave the Delta
and Mississippi for work than do
those with less schooling.

tions

Effective Use of the Displaced
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areas of the cotton area

where they

can supplement funds from welfare
agencies with food production for
home consumption and occasional
nonfarm jobs may be one solution.
Since there are relatively few
owner and more-than-one-familyfarm-renter families in the area, and
since these families have personal
and material facilities that favor adjustment into new occupations and
locations, it seems the problem of
displacement in this group will be of
minor importance.

Another group who may be displaced are those engaged in furnishing goods and services used in
large quantities by low income families, such as staple groceries, cotton
work clothes, tobacco. On the other
hand, full mechanization with higher
incomes for those who remain on the
farm will make employment to furnish goods and services purchased by
higher income families. Then there
will be certain community services

which will increase with mechanization, such as welding shops, farm im-

plement companies. Effective use

5

of

the labo-' supply, therefore, involves
transfer f.om one nonfarm occupation to another, as well as from cotton farming into other systems of
farming, or into nonfarming.

At the present time there is no
problem of a displaced labor supply;
in fact, there is a scarcity of labor on
some plantations. One reason is that
general economic conditions are so
good that the shift from mechanization is taking place painlessly.
Instead of outright displacement there
is migration to places where opportunities

seem

better.

why

Another reason

there is not now a problem of
more labor than needed on cotton
farms is the process of mechanization
has been slowed up due to difficulty
in developing effective weed control
methods. It is a fact, however, that
economic conditions do not always
remain good, that methods of weed
control
are being
developed. It,
therefore, behooves communities in
cotton plantation areas to plan for
the day of full mechanization in the

production of cotton.

THE LABOR SUPPLY AND MECHANIZED
COTTON PRODUCTION*
By

DOROTHY DICKINS

With more and more mechanization

in

the

production of cotton,

fewer persons will be needed on cotton farms. Work opportunities must
found, and information about the
occupational abilities of people on
such farms is needed, as a basis for
sound planning for such opportuni-

jbe
I

ties.

The

shift to

machines in growing

cotton is going to be gradual. In fact,
at the present time there is a shortage of workers on many cotton
farms. But it is not too early now to
start planning for the future when
there will be more complete mechanization and when many cotton farm
families will have to find other work.

SCOPE

Sample

The area to be studied was selected from the cotton plantation
counties of Mississippi, or from the
10 all-Delta counties. This area was
chosen since cotton not only plays a
much more important part in the
Delta (or plantation) economy than
it does in the economy of other areas
of the state, but also because the
Delta is the area best adapted to full
extended to the members of
is
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
of the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station and to members of the Delta
Council for suggestions in planning the study and
analysis of data. Special acknowledgment is due
Dr. D. Gray Miley, Superintendent, Delta Branch
Experiment Station and Dr. C. R. Sayre, Economist and Executive Director of the Delta Council,
for suggestions in revising the manuscript.

Appreciation

Department

might result in

this supply being (a)
or less willing to change occupations and locations; (b) more or
less useful in other occupations and
locations; (3) to
coordinate
these
data with data on displacements of
labor on plantations obtained by research agricultural economists of the
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station in the same areas; (4) on the
basis of data thus obtained, to make
suggestions for effective use of the
displaced labor supply in mechanized cotton areas.

more

AND METHODS OF THE STUDY

Selection of the

the

the purpose of this study (1)
an inventory of the training
and work experience of the labor
supply in an intensive cotton producing area; (2) to study factors that,
It is

to take

mechanization. It is the area in which
mechanization in cotton production
is

making greatest headway.
Using

1945

agricultural

census

data, the 10 all-Delta counties were
compared in the following respects:
average size of farm; cropland harvested per person in farm population;

cropland harvested per male person
14 years and older; percentage of
farm operators, white; percentage of
tenancy; croppers as percentage of
tenants; value of farm products;
yield per acre of lint cotton, 10-year
average. Bolivar County was found
to be the most typical of the 10 counties and was, therefore, selected for
the study.

8
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According to the 1945 census of
agriculture, 85 percent of the
operators in Bolivar County

farm
were

Negroes, Therefore, a simple crosssection sample of 500 families in the
rural farm areas of Bolivar County
would be deficient in the number of
cases appearing in the owner-operator tenure group, in the white race
group, and in the upper income
group. As a solution to this, problem,
the sample was set up in two parts:
the first part was a cross-section sample of 400 families; i.e., enough sample areas to contain 400 families
within their boundaries; the second
part of the sample included twice the
number of sample areas. In the first
part, all families were interviewed;
in the second part, only white families.
This tripled the sample of
white families and gave a better representation to certain groups for
breakdown of the data. The sampling
rate for white families was one out
of seven; for Negro families, one out
of 21. Dr. Earl E. Houseman, Statistical Consultant for the U. S. Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, gave advice about the sample and selected it.

Incorporated towns were eliminated from the areas sampled, but
small named places at cross-roads

were included.

The Schedules and Their
Collection

Members

of the Agricultural

nomics Department

the

Director of the Delta Council'
consulted in formulation of
schedules. Schedules were tested in
Sunflower County and revised for
use in the study.

tive

were

Forms used were of two types: (1)
the record card which gave the location of the family, its race and the
type of schedule secured from the
family;
These
(2) the schedules.
were of two types: (a) complete
schedules for families in existence
during 1946 from whom income, food:
production for home use, and other
annual data were secured; (b) the
short form which included families
in which man and wife had recently
married and annual data were not,
therefore, available.

The interviews were made

Summer

in the

with the family
head and/or homemaker. There were
604 families in the sample areas selected 307 white families, and 297
Negro families. Schedules were completed for 590 of these, for 298 white
of

1947

—

and 292 Negro families. In the first
part of the sample where every family was taken, there were 101 white
and 297 Negro families; in the second part of the sample, there were
206 white families. All families included were either white or Negro.'
Complete information v/as obtained
from only 277 white and 269 Negro
families, since 21 of the white and 23
of the Negro families were not in
existence January, 1946.

Eco-

Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, members of the Delta Branch
Experiment Station, and the Execuof
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Although there are a few Chinese families in
this cotton producing area, none fell in the sample, no doubt because most Chinese families live

in incorporated towns. Mexican families were
classified as white families, as in the U. S. Census.
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THE LABOR SUPPLY
Labor supply is defined by the
Bureau of Census as "all persons 14
years of age or over." The number
of members in the 298 white and 292
Negro families who were 14 years
and over is given in Table 1. As will
be noted, there were 816 white members and 728 Negro members of this
age, or an average of 2.7 members
per white family and 2.5 per Negro

blacksmiths, mechanics. Farm salaried work includes plantation managers, overseers, bookkeepers, plant
breeders, and the like. At the time of
the study there was no Negro salHowever, one
aried farm worker.
Negro head had been a farm over-

family.

plantations as sharecroppers. As will
be noted in Table 2, homemakers and
other members (usually sons and

seer during 1946.

The majority of Negro family
heads in this study worked on cotton

Even though white families furnish per family somewhat more of the
labor supply than do Negro families,
Negro families will be more affected
by displacements resulting from

daughters) were mostly farm assistFarm assistants are unpaid
farm family helpers.
ants.

mechanization. There are many reasons for this, one of the principal
ones being that there are so many
more Negro families. Out of every
four families residing in these rural
areas, three are Negro. Planning for
the effective use of the displaced
Negro labor supply is, therefore, of
great importance, not only to the
Negro family, but also to the cotton

Npnfarm work reported by the 12
Negro homemakers and other females was usually domestic or personal service. There were, however,
three rural school teachers in the
group. Common labor, factory operative, and clerking were the nonfarm
occupations reported by heads and
other males. The factory operatives
worked in cotton gins and sawmills
(see Appendix for character of work
classification of occupations used).

growing area.

The Negro Labor Supply

Annual data were obtained from
the 269 Negro families in existence
during 1946. Two hundred and sixty
of these farmed during 1946; 227 being farm operator families; 33 farm

Of the 728 Negroes 14 years and
over in the

292

families

included,

were doing farm work
(Table 2). By farm work is meant
they operate a farm or assist in its
operation or are engaged in farm
practically all

wage workers

or salaried work. Farm wage
of two types; i.e., regular day
labor in the field, and specialized
farm wage work, such as plantation
tractor drivers, hostlers, carpenters.

wage
work

Table

~

Age

is

1.

~.

of

Number and

T
members

mules; none used tractors. Ten had

proportion of the members of white and Negro families 14 years of age and over
and 13 years of age and under, Summer 1947.
292 Negro families
298 white families
^

Number

*Fifty-two percent of the
families were males.

;

|

^„

Percent

|

—

^

^

Number

|

Percent
'

years and over
years and under

Total

T

\

-,

i

14
13

families.

In the group of 227 farm operator
families were 15 owners. Acreage
farmed by these in 1946 ranged from
6 to 80 acres with an average of 31
acres. All 15 families farmed with

816*
451
r267

members

14 years

64
36
ToO

728*
418
1146

and over in white families and

64
36
ToO

47 percent in

Negro

MISSISSIPPI
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finished paying for their farms. The
five who had not finished paying for
their farms owed a median amount
of $800. Acreage farmed includes

land farmed by family members,
hired laborers, and sharecroppers.
Thirty-three of the 227 Negro farm
operator families were farm renters
in 1946. Acreage farmed by these in
1946 ranged from 7 to 122 acres with
an average of 44 acres. Tractors were
used on the land of five renter fam-

Two families owned tractors;
the landlord had the land broken for
two. The fifth family in which the
head was also a plantation tractor
driver used the landlord's tractor,
swapping his service for the use of
the tractor on his land.
ilies.

One hundred seventy-nine

of the
operator families
were sharecropper families. These
croppers farmed on an average 16
acres of land during 1946.
On 139
cropper farms, tractors were used in
b^^eaking the land or in breaking and
planting.
The landowner generally
had this work done, charging the
family a set sum per acre.

farm

227 Negro

Since the landlord has taken over
the heavy farm work on many planTable

Main gainful occupations

2.

of

with an adult male
worker is not as essential as it once
was. Hoeing and picking cotton can
be done quite satisfactorily by women and older children. It is inter-

tations, a family

esting to note that the heads of 17
percent of the Negro families were
females; that 53 percent of the Negro
labor supply were females.

Flame cultivators and cotton picking machines were not used in 1946
on farm areas included in the sample,
nor was cross plowing or the use of
the hill dropper common.
Only 9
percent of the Negro operator families reported land cross plowed; only
4 percent used the hill dropper.
The two main hand activities connected with making a cotton crop are
hoeing and picking cotton. Endurance and a sense of rhythm are requisites in hoeing, and, in addition,
end-of-finger dexterity in picking.
As part of the cotton plantation system the farm sharecropper and day
laborer are accustomed to work under the direction of a manager or
overseer.
They work in groups and
cooperate as well as compete with
other workers.

Cotton production

Summer of 1947
Homemakers

Main occupation

a seasonal job.

Other members
Females
Males
Number Percent Number Percent
1

Number
Farm work
Owner or
Owner

is

Negro family heads, homemakers, and other members

in

Family heads*

463

-

Percent

Number

283

97

205

16

5

0

Percent
91

1

|

92

93

92
0
0
0

83

part

Renter**
Sharecropper

0
0

34

12

1

....

Ifcl

62

8

4

2

2

laborer
Specialized farm

14

5

13

6

14

14

7

wage worker

3!

13

0

8

8

0

68

69

83

75

0
2
5
0

2

2
5

2
4
13

99

100

Farm

day

....

6

Farm
assistants

182

0

81

Production of
food for
sale***

0

.-

Nonfarm work

No
No

...

gainful work.
report

Total

3
6

1

2

8
12

100

226

1

0

292

4
5

1

100

4
15
0

111

100

*Heads in 48 families were females.
**Only one non -owner operator (a renter) was related to the landlord.
***Includes women and girls who do no field work, but produce poultry, eggs, vegetables, and the
like, for sale.
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Figure

1.

A

v j.^.i- during harvest in the cotton ?rea. Cotton is picked by hand. Notice the
stooped position of the workers and the bags they must drag.

typi^,,!

is clone in late spring and
summer; harvesting or picking
in the fall. As will be noted from
Table 3, 80 percent of the Negro
heads and 98 percent of the Negro
homemakers did not do a day's farm
work in January preceding the interview. There were only 9 percent of
the heads and 13 percent of the
homemakers who did not work a day
in September preceding the interview. In September of 1946, about 60
percent of the family heads and
about 40 percent of the homemakers
had worked 22 or more days on the
farm. In January, none of the homemakers and only one percent of the
heads had worked as many days.

Hoeing
early

Cotton production

is a job that relabor in a short period
of time. After each rain in the grow-

quires

11

much

ing season, grass comes up and unless
hoed out soon will "take" the young
plants.
less

Deterioration of the lint

and prices better v/hen cotton

is
is

picked soon after the bolls are open.
Those who produce cotton, therefore,
have long work days for short periods during the year.

About 80 percent of the Negro
heads who did farm work in September reported they worked more than
10 hours a day. Twenty percent reported they worked 8 to 10 hours a
day. During this same period, 18 percent of the Negro homemakers, or
nearly one-fifth doing farm work,
reported they worked more than 10
hours a day; 68 percent reported they
worked from 8 to 10 hours a day.

In Table 4 is listed the last grade
completed in school by Negro family

AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN
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heads, homemakers, and other members. As will be noted, three-fourths
of the heads, one-half of the homemakers and other male members, and
about one-fourth of the other female
members had fourth grade schooling
or less; that is, they were illiterates
Only 3 percent
or near-illiterates.
of the family heads and homemakers
had completed one year or more high
school training. However, 7 percent
of the other males and 17 percent of
the other females had completed one
year in high school or more. Thirtyfive percent of these other members
were still attending public school.

One female was
The
ren

6

in college.

grade completed by child13 years in these families

last

to

was

compared with the standard
grade completed for age. In threefourth of the homes with children
Number

of days

463

in this age group, the children
retarded as to grade for age.

were

Three hundred and thirty-nine of
the 728 persons in the Negro labor
supply were 14 to 35 years of age
(Table 5). This number includes
about 25 percent of the family heads,
about 40 percent of the homemakers,
and 80 percent of the other members.
Attention should be called to the fact
that about one Negro person in every
six in the labor supply was 60 years
or over. As will be noted, one in
every four of the family heads was
60 years or over.

The question was raised at the
time of planning the study whether
or not the rural population contained
a number of Negro veterans with
technical training received in the
armed services. The answer is "No."
Only 13 of the Negro family heads

Negro family heads and Negro homemakers did farm work
January 1947 and September 1946*
Homemakers
Family heads
Number Percent Number Percent
|

!

Days worked
January 1947

|

None
7

or less „

8-21

More than

]

|

I

214

209

16

2
0
0

36
3

21

No report
Total
September

2

213

1946

None
7

8-21

More than

21

''Farm

work

Table

refers to gainful

1

101

farm work; not production of food

Last grade completed by Negro family heads,

4.

Homemakers

Family heads

Last grade

completed
or

1

90
155^
"269"

Total

4th

27

23

or less

Number

less

Percent

5 to 8 grades
9 to 12 grades
More than 12

218
65
9
0

75
22

Total

292

100

...

Table

Age groups

.

3

213

for

home consumption.

homemakers and other members.
Other members
Males
Percent

Females

1

Number

Number

Percent

Number

115
100
8
0

52
44
4

57
35

58
35

31
60

28
54

7

7

18
2

16
2

226

100

111

100

!

0
100

99

|

Ages of Negro family heads, homemakers, and other members.
Family heads
other members
Homemakers
Females
Males
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
|

Total

93
104
29

41

88

89

87

78

152
69

24
52
24

46
13

6
5

6

5

10
14

9
13

292

100

226

100

99

100

111

100

71
„.... .....

over

_

Percent

5.

|

14-35 years
36-59 years
60 years or

|
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and 11 of the male other members
were World War veterans. Data on
the number of rural Negroes of Bolivar County inducted into the service
are not available. There were, however, 3,265 Negroes in the service
from the entire county. It would thus
seem that the Negro veteran has not
returned to his cotton farm home to
any great extent.

farm. The three farm groups were

In the group of 728 Negroes 14
years and over, there were 15 males
and 4 females who had had or were
having vocational training. One-third
of the Negro veterans (8 out of 24)
reported they had had special courses
while in service. Four had taken a
truck driver course, one a mechanics
course, and another a welding course.
The other two had had courses given

dix for different occupations placed
in each of these classes). Thus, if a
man had helped lay concrete, had assisted his father in farming, had been
a farm sharecropper, had clerked in
a grocery store, had been a waiter in
a cafe, had worked on a levee, his
occupational history would be (2),

to

ambulance

drivers

army

and

Two veterans were taking the
farm course at the time of the
study. One had attended the Trades
School in Greenville. The other Negro males with vocational training
included one who had attended the
tractor drivers school sponsored by
the Delta Council, five who had
taken agriculture in high school, and
two who had had apprentice training in riveting and welding. Vocational training of the four Negro
cooks.
G.I.

women

with such training included
teacher training, a business course in
high school, a course in practical
nursing and midwifery. This latter
course is given by the Mississippi
Public Health Service.
Elementary
schooling or more is a prerequisite to
training for most skilled wage work.
Absence of such schooling limits the
number taking vocational training.
Occupational histories, or a list of
gainful occupations which every
individual 14 years and over had followed, were obtained at the time of
making the study. Occupations followed by each individual were classall

ified into 8 groups, 3

farm and

5

non-

(1)

ow^ner operator,

(2)

non-owner

operator (renters and croppers) or
wage worker, (3) farm assistant. The

nonfarm groups were (4) managers,
clerks, and kindred workers, (5) independent businessmen and women,
(6) professional men and women, (7)
skilled wage worker, (8) semi- or
unskilled wage worker (see Appen-

(3), (4), (8).

The 292 Negro family heads had
had 12 different occupational hisbut the occupational history
had been: farm nonowner operator or wage worker;
farm assistant (Table 6). The occupational history of 107 of the 292 had
been: farm non-owner operator or
wage worker; farm assistant; nontories,

of 138 of the 292

farm unskilled or semiskilled wage
work.

The occupational histories of Negro homemakers and other males and
females were even more limited than
of family heads. About 47 percent of
the family heads, 70 percent of the
homemakers, 82 percent of the other
males, and 88 percent of the other
females had had no gainful work experience except that connected with
farming. When there was nonfarm
work experience, it v/as almost always in some unskilled or semiskilled type of work. Only 7 percent
of the Negro males and 2 percent of
the Negro females had done skilled

wage work

A

in

detailed

nonfarm

statement

main occupation
study

pursuits.

(Summer

at the

concerning
time of the

1947) and

main

oc-
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Table

6.
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Occupational histories of Negro family heads, homemakers and other members.

Family heads

Homemakers

Other members
Males
Females
Percent
Percent

Occupational histories^

Percent

Number

138

47

90

40

107
0

37

26
68

11

11

30

25

27

12

0

Number

Percent

Number

Farm non-owner oper
ator or wage worker;
farm assistant
Farm non-owner oper
ator or wage worker;
farm assistant; non

farm

semi

unskilled

farm

57

57

52

1

11

5

25

40

4
36

1

unskilled

5

4

other

i|

1

II

occupational

histories

1

or

skilled wage

worker
All

1
56

or

assistant only
assistant;
non

semi

1

skilled wage

worker

Farm
Farm

|
||

46

16

15

7

7

7

4

4

292

100

226

100

99

100

111

100

1

Total

I

*Because of space limitations only principal combinations of types of occupations having bee:
pursued are listed. Individuals having less frequent combinations of types of occupations are place'
in the "all other occupational histories" group.

cupation during 1946 was obtained

the time they left home. Practically

from heads of families furnishing annual income and other data. Ninetyone percent of these Negro heads had
pursued the same kind of main occupation in both periods. Nine percent
had changed occupations. Of those 25
who had changed, three- fifths
changed from one farm tenure class
or farming arrangement to another,
two-fifths from nonfarm to farm
work. There was no Negro head who
in 1946 had farmed and in the Summer of 1947 was following a nonfarm

all of

occupation.

Past family background of Negro

as

those reporting the occupatior

farming reported the farm tenure'

as sharecropper.

Only

5

percent

ol

the family heads and 3 percent of the
homemakers reported their famil>||

was

a

farm owner.

Eighty percent of the family heads

and 82 percent of the homemakersj]
reported they were born in Mississippi. Of the family heads born id
Mississippi, 50 percent were born in
the Delta. Sixty-three percent of the
Mississippi born homemakers reported the Delta as their birthplace.

heads and homemakers. Negro famheads and homemakers were
questioned about the birthplace of
their father and mother, as well as
about the main occupation of their

Mississippi born Negroes not born
in the Delta were usually born in the
Brown Loam Soil Area. This area
was formerly one of the principal
plantation areas of the state, but due

parental families (or the families in
which they were reared) at the time
they left home. About two-thirds of
the fathers and mothers of both fam-

to intense cropping and poor soil
practices,
plantations became less
profitable. Farming opportunities increased in the Delta when dangers

heads and homemakers were born
Mississippi, about one-fourth in
another Southern state. About 93
percent of the family heads and
homemakers reported their parental
families were engaged in farming at

from overflows and floods were reduced by erection of levees, drainage,
and other means of protection. If

ily

ily

in

mechanization reduces the requirements for labor in the Delta, then the
labor supply not needed on farms in
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Table

7.

Residential experience of Negro family heads,

Homemakers

Family heads

15

homemakers, and other members.
Other members
Males
Females
Number Percent Number Percent

Besidential

1

Experience

Always

Number

lived

in

country

Ferc6nt

Number

Percent

£9

93

102

|

|

open

_

219

81

168

79

50

19

45

21

7

7

8

7

269

100

213

100

96

100

110

100

7

14

10

22

1

4

20

40

20

45

2

2

9

18

8

18

2

0

13

6
1

13
2

2
0

1

1

26
2

50

100

45

100

7

8

town
in
lived
and open country —

93

Have

Total

Largest town lived in*
Town less than 2500
inhabitants

Town

2500-25,000 inhabitants
City 25,000-100,000 inViahitants
City over 100,000

inhabitants

Forgotten
Total

..

Member
was inserted

name the largest town lived in and the population of the town
Areas covered when in service were not included.

interviewed was asked to
at the time of editing.

other areas will also be affected.

About 80 percent

of

Negro

the

family heads and homemakers and
93 percent of the other members had
always lived in the open country
(Table

1

7).

Evidently Negroes

who

urban areas do not return to
the open country, at least to any extent. Of the few who had had urban

they resided in at the time of the
study during 1946 (Table 10). Nearly
a third of these, however, lived in

Only one in
Table

8.

live in

town of
was most

experience, residence in a

2500-25,000

inhabitants

common. Most

of

the towns

men-

house on the same farm.

another

Negro families had

five

Area in which family heads in
families had lived*
(cumulative number and percent)

Area lived

in

Number

|

Bolivar County only
Vaznn Dplta

|

Smith
United States
No Report

99
194
260
268

-

.

...

Percent
20
37
72
97

.53

Mississippi

Negro

100

1

*Area covered when in service not included.

tioned in this category were towns
Table

Number

9.

in Mississippi.

of

of years in present location

Negro families.

Years on present farm
Number
1 year or less
50
More than year through 3 years 81
More than 3 years through
|

As

will be noted in Table

cent oi the family heads

8,

72 per-

had lived

in Mississippi all of their lives;

37

percent had lived in the Yazoo Delta
all their lives. Only 3 percent had

|

5

years

More than
10

No

report
Total

28

11

52
52
6

19
19
2

269

100

years through

5

years

More than

Percent
19
30

.

10

years
_

_

ever lived outside the South.

There was, how^ever, evidence of
moving around within the state and
in the Yazoo Delta. Nearly 50 percent

had not lived in their
present location more than three
years (Table 9). About one-fourth of
of the families

the families did not live in the house

Table 10. Where Negro
Where family lived 1946

families lived in 1946.
|

In this house

On

this

farm

in another

house

Number

|

Percent

202
-- 21

75
8

23

10

12

5

2
3

1

In Bolivar County,

not on this

farm

_

In the Delta, not in

Bolivar County
In Mississippi,
not in the Delta

Not

No

in

Mississippi

report
Total

.
.

.

-

..

_

1

1

269

100
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more

lived in their present location

than 10 years. This does not mean
that landlords had been changed as
often, since

some landlords have sevThere was evidence

common

place of residence of rela-

Negro heads and homemakers. In 59 percent of the Negro
tives of these

families, the

head and/ or homemaker

more

eral plantations.

had one

that the families having lived longest

side the South;

in

present

more

locations

difficulty

mechanization,

in

would

have

in 35

more

percent they

relatives

in the

families

in 34 percent, relatives in Mississippi,

since

these

experience

limited to

Present family background of Negro heads and homemakers.

and locations

of

Occu-

relatives

might result in greater or in

less

willingness to leave the cotton farm.
Also, relatives may assist in finding
work. Each family was asked: "In
the last two years, has any one in
this family quit farming and gone
into public or other work?" It was
explained that the question meant to
include only members of this particular family, not members in a brother's family, for instance. Nine percent
of the Negro families reported that

they had had someone to leave. If
one or more members had left, they
were asked how they found out about
the job. There were three types of
"relatives," "friends," and
"don't know." The majority who had
quit farming for other work had
found out about this other work

replies:

through

had one or

relatives living out-

South, not including Mississippi; and

cotton farming.

pations

or

adjusting to full

were more often older families with
occupational

463

relatives.

As will be noted from Table 11,
about three-fourths of the family
heads and^or homemakers had one or

It would thus
seem that there would be a number
of families who might find work outside the Delta, should the need arise.

not including the Delta.

Present socioeconomic situation of

Negro

families. Facts in addition to

family background, past and present,
are,

however, needed for planning

effectively for the excess labor supply. Such facts include the income
of the family, extent of its production
of food for home consumption, its
housing facilities, its liquid assets.

Net cash incomes during 1946 of
the 269 Negro families from whom
complete data were obtained are given (Table 12). Net cash income included total net cash incomes received
during the year by all
members of the economic family
from all sources. ^ Median net cash
income, the figure that marks the
dividing line between the upper and
lower halves of the distribution of
families by net cash income, was
Most of the cash income of
$590.
these Negro families was derived
from the farm. In fact, 97 percent
of the 269 families had some income

from farm sources. Median amount

more

relatives
(parents, brothers,
sisters) in Bolivar County. This is

the area where the greatest proportion of heads and homemakers had
close blood ties,
large proportion,
47 percent, also had relatives in Delta

A

areas outside Bolivar County. But
areas outside the Delta were also a

In getting net income from sharecroppers and
others not knowing gross receipts from share
worked out by this investigator
was used. The following data
were obtained: amount of money or vouchers
advanced b.v landlord, value of groceries supplied
by landlord, medical bills paid by landlord,
amount received from landlord at time of settlement for cotton, seed money obtained, Christmas
money advanced. The sum of these amounts gives
net income from the share crop.

crops, a procedure
for another study

LABOR SUPPLY AND MECHANIZED COTTON PRODUCTION
Negro families in which head and/or
11.
has one or more relatives (parents,
brothers, and sisters) in various locations.

Table

homemaker

Location with one or more

1

relatives

Bolivar

|

Percent*

7~ 200

-..

74

Delta, not including

Bolivar

County

-

126

47

92

34

South,
not including Mississippi
Outside the South

-.-

94
159

35
59
4

11

Total families V7

~

2

--

1

269

.-^

*Will not check up 100 percent since some famihave relatives in several locations.

lies

thus
$500.

derived by those having was
Only 18 percent of the families

had net cash income from nonfarm
vork and the median amount of
those Vvith such earnings was $140.
Seventeen percent of the families had
cash incomes from sources other than
farm and nonfarm work, such as old
age pen-ions, veterans' payments,
cash from children away from home,
and the like. Median amount obtained from such sources was $250.

Information concerning the kinds

and amounts of foods produced and
wild fruits and game that were used
by the family in 1946 was also obtained. These foods were valued at
prices received by farmers in the Yazoo-Mississippi
these products.

Delta

in

1946

for

The U. S. Department
of Agriculture Bureau of Agricultural Economics prices were used insofar as possible .Forty-two percent of
the families had values of food produced of $100 and under; 21 percent
of the families had values of more

than $300, and 37 percent had values
of
$101-300. More families used
home-produced vegetables than any
other type of home-produced food.
Eighty-three percent of the families
had gardens in 1946. Sixty-three percent of the families with gardens had
three or

more vegetables

6

than 4 months.
of those families

with gardens had fenced gardens, the
remainder had field or row gardens.
Fenced gardens averaged about 1/4
acre; row gardens about 300 feet.

In

Unknown
No report

more than

About two-thirds

In Mississippi.

Not including Delta

from t heir gardens for
months; and the remainthree or more vegetables less

vegetables
der,

I

Number

I

County

17

in their gardens during four to six months; 31
percent reported three or more fresh

Sixty-four percent of the families
reported they had home-produced
pork, 61 percent they had home-produced eggs, 60 percent home-produced sweet potatoes, 60 percent
home-produced friers and 55 percent
canned hom.e-produced and/or wild
fruits and vegetables. Other kinds of
home-produced foods were used by
less than half of the families (Table
13).

The amounts

of

home-produced

vegetables eaten fresh were not secured, since this is information on
which homemakers have great difficulty making estimates.
269

Median amounts of most of the
home-produced foods used by those
producing same were insufficient to
meet family requirements, as will
be noted by comparing with family
food plans worked out by nutritionists in the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. Accordthem, a family of four
(a moderately active husband and wife, a 14-year-old son and

ing

to

members

Table

Net cash income* of Negro
families during 1946.

12.

Net cash income

class

j
j

(dollars)

Negative income

|

_

0- 249

250- 499
500- 749
750- 999
1000-1499
1500-1999
2000-2999
3J00-4999

Total

Number
„

_

_

_

0
45
29
64
75

36
12
6
2

|

Percent

—
11

28
24
17
13

4
2
1

100

From all sources. The families have in addition
non-cash income, such as use of farm dwelling,
food produced for home consumption which will
be discussed in sections that follow.
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9-year-old

a

Negro famihes

daughter)

(the

of this study

composition asphalt siding.

269

members per family) requires
during one year, about 273 gallons
of milk; 11 bushels of potatoes; 49
pounds of dried legumes; 1,248 eggs;
520 pounds of meat, poultry, fish; 650

and

were not common,

these, however, had modern bathroom equipment, including a flush
toilet, a tub, and a lavatory. Fifteen
percent of the houses were wired.
Most of the 269 Negro families obtained their fuel for heating and
cooking from the farm on which they

and cereals; 221
and 198
fats and oils;
sugar, syrups, and pre-

But even more serious than underby those producing, is
Families
failure to produce at all.
who produce little except cotton have
a limited background for shifting inproduction

resided or a nearby one. Sixty-two
percent used wood altogether for
heating, 32 percent, coal and kindling wood. Of those using wood altogether for heating, 5 percent reported they purchased their supply;
87 percent secured it from the farm
on which they resided; and 8 percent,
from a nearby farm.

other types of farming, such as
dairying, truck farming, or livestock
production.
to

Eighty-eight percent of the homes
which the 269 Negro families resided were furnished to them by their
landlord or employer. Seven percent
of the families
owned their own
homes and 5 percent rented their
homes.
in

Eighty-two percent of the families
reported that they used wood altogether for cooking; 3 percent, that
they used wood and coal. Of those
using wood altogether for cooking, 24
percent reported they purchased it;
70 percent that they secured it from
the farm on which they lived, and 6
percent from a nearby farm.

Houses resided in by Negro famiwere generally cheaply constructed dwellings of from 2 to 5

lies

rooms, of the square or ''shotgun"
type. The better houses were spray
painted, stained, or covered with

About one-half

of those cutting
reported the landowner had selected the wood that
should be used for fuel. Since there

their
3

Family Food Plan at Moderate Cost, revised
January 1943. Bureau of Human Nutrition and
Home Economics, U.S.D.A.
13.

electricity

especially running water. Water was
piped into only two houses. Both of

serves.^

Table

few

Conveniences such as running water

flour

of
of
of

A

recently built were of concrete.

averaged

4.1

pounds
pounds
pounds

463

own wood

Kinds of food produced for home consumption, 1946, by Negro families, number having,
percent having, and median amount for those having.

Kinds of foods
Milk
Eggs
Dressed pork
Other dressed meat

1

Number

1

having

39
165

-

161

-

96
11

.

160

Irish potatoes

Cornmeal
Canned vegetables
Canned fruits
Frozen vegetables
Frozen fruits
Fresh fruits
Melons
Dry beans and peas
Peanuts

no.

60
36
4
60
40

1

6
...

105

gal.
lbs.
lbs.

55

...

Unit

61

18
55

_

|

|

64
6

_

Friers

Other dressed poultry
Sweet potatoes

Percent
having

19
39
36

no.
no.
lbs.

bu.
bu.
bu.
qts.
qts.
qts.
qts.
gal.

no.
gal.

bu.

1

Median amount

1

for those having
468
936
250
200
20
5
16

4
2
4
36
24
4
4
28
4
4
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Figure

2.

A tenant house on

a

mechanized cotton farm. All houses on

to the road

where such

facilities as

valuable hardwood timber in the
Delta, landowners have been urged
to conserve the supply by designating
that wood which should be used as
is

power

sets

this plantation
lines are available.

19

have been moved

would make changes

in location

and/or occupation more feasible. As
will be noted in Table 14, 60 percent

some

has been cleared on
plantations and a number of
families on these reported a real

of the families reported

problem

and/ or bonds. Six of the 20 with
savings stamps and/or bonds reported total amounts of $25 or less;
four reported amounts of $26-$50;
and the remaining ten, amounts of
more than $50. Only two families reported more than $250.

fuel.

Timber

many

connection with fuel.
Several stated that they used small
plant growth pulled from levees and
banks of bayous, drainage ditches,
in

and creeks.
Those who did not use wood
and/or coal for heating and cooking
generally used kerosene. Fourteen
percent of the families reported
cooking with kerosene, 5 percent reported heating with kerosene. Two
Negro families reported heating with
gas. One reported cooking with gas.
Families

were

questioned

about

liquid assets, since having such as-

assets.

Twenty

reported

liquid

families, or 7 percent,

having

One hundred and

savings

stamps

fifty-two, or 57

percent of the Negro families, stated
they had cash on hand and/or savings. However, the total amount of
cash on hand and/or savings was for
75, or 49 percent of these, $25 or
less; for 37, or 24 percent, it was
$26-$50. Only 10 of the 52 Negro

MISSISSIPPI
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families with cash and/or savings reported having more than $250.
It was thought that families with
members in the labor supply closely

with local organizations
might be less favorable to changing
location than families in which memaffiliated

bers in the labor supply did not parFor
ticipate in such organizations.
this reason, information concerning
organization meetings attended in the

4-months period preceding the interview was secured.

The majority of Negro heads,
homemakers, and other members had
attended one or more meetings of organizations in their community during the four months preceding the
interview (Table 15). Practically all
meetings attended were in connection with the church.

Only 18 percent of the Negro families had an automobile; only 4 percent a truck. However, church attendance in good weather is possible,
since churches for Negroes are thickover the Delta rural
areas and there are usually several

ly scattered

churches within walking distance.
In

this

church

is

rural area, the Negro
a social, as well as a religi-

ous institution.

It

nity for leadership
Table

furnishes opportua chance to gain

—

141

Kind

of liquid assets had by
families at the time of the study.

14.

Kinds of liquid assets

None

|

Negro

Nu mber

[Percent

108

40

_

Cash on hand and/ or
savings only
Bonds and savings stamps
only
Both types of liquid assets
Total _
_

Table

Number

15.

11

3
4

269

100

some other

or

organization

where

similar opportunity to participate socially and gain prestige in
the group.

there

is

The White Labor Supply
It is the purpose of this section to
describe the white labor supply in
the intensive cotton growing area selected for study its present occupaschooling, vocational
t i o n s,
age,
training, and occupational experi-

—

ence, its family background, both
past and present, and its present socioeconomic situation.
of the study, the mathe 816 members in this
white labor supply were engaged in
The proportion of family
farming.
heads who were farm owners, renters, and sharecroppers was about the

At the time

jority

of

same (Table 16). Homemakers and
other members, both male and female, were more often farm assistants. Farm assistants help the farm
operator with his cotton crop, receiving no set wage or part of the crop
for such assistance. The main gainful
work of about 12 percent of the heads
and homemakers, and about 8 percent of the other members was non-

farm work. Nonfarm

assistants

cluded the 13 homemakers

Homemakers

Heads

Other Members
Percent Number Percent
Males
Females

Number

Number

None
8 or less
9 - Ifi
-

45
95
60
69

Percent

Number

Percent

17

24

11

35
22
26

71
68

33
32
24

50

|

|

|

1

26
34
19
17

in-

who were

of community organization meetings attended by Negro heads, homemakers,
and other members during four months preceding interview.

of

16

Of those members attending
meetings during the 4-month period,
23 percent of the male heads, 1 percent of the other males, 10 percent of
the homemakers, and 10 percent of
the other females held one or more
offices. It would, therefore, seem that
another location, to be satisfactory,
must offer the same type of church,
prestige.

Number

meetings attended

More than

53
9

463

27
35
20

19

17

37
30

18

24

34
27
22
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farmed during 1946. One hundred
and eighty-seven were farm operator families and 40 did wage or salaried farm work only.

husbands in owned

their

assisting

businesses other than farm.
All kinds of nonfarm work were
engaged in by family heads with such

work as their main occupation. However, the most common was proprietor, or ownership of an independent
business. Other kinds of nonfarm

work done by
were

In the group of 187 white farm
operator families were 62 farm owners. Acreage farmed by these during
1946 ranged from a truck farm of
three-fourths an acre to 1,700 acres,
with an average of 326 acres. Fiftyone of the 62 owners used tractors in
Forty-nine owned their
farming.
tractors, one borrowed from a relative, and one swapped work for the
use of the tractor. Forty-seven percent of the white farm owner fami-

several family heads

and carrier, clerical
service, machine and related trades.
Nonfarm work pursued by other
male members was likewise diverse.
The most common was salesman.
driver

Types of nonfarm occupations followed by homemakers and other females were usually: business assist-

had completed paying for their
The 53 percent who still owed
on their farms owed a median
amount of $2500.

lies

farms.

saleslady, clerical service, or
machine and related trades. Machine
and related trades included telephone
and telegraph operators.
little
more than one-fourth of the homeant,

A

Fifty-eight of the 187 white farm
operator families were farm renters;
acreage farmed by these in 1946
ranged from 1 acre to 500 acres with
an average of 277 acres. Forty of the
58 used tractors in farming. Thirtytwo of these families owned their
own tractors. In five of the renter

makers and other females did not
have or assist in gainful work of any
kind (Table 16).

As has been previously stated,
complete data were obtained from
277 of the 298 white families. Two
hundred and twenty-seven of these
Table

16.

Main gainful occupations

Family heads*

21

families on

of white family heads,
in Summer of 1947.

Homemakers

Main occupation

whose farm a

tractor

was

homemakers, and other members

Other members
Females
Males
Number Percent Number Percent
1

Number

Percent

Number

i

]

Percent

|

|

|

Farm work
Owner, part owner_
Renter**

Manager
Sharecropper**

Farm day

laborer
Specialized farm
wage woi'ker
Salaried plantation

worker

_

in clerical or

professional

work

Farm

assistants
Production of food
for sale***

Nonfarm work
Nonfarm assistant
No gainful work
In college****
Total

7
0

0
119

0

30
22

36
0

13

9

76
0

1

100

272

100

143

100

103

100

*Heads in 15 families were females.
**Nine non-owner operators, renters and sharecroppers, were related to the landlord.
***Includes women and girls who do no field work, but produce poultry, eggs, vegetables, and the
like, for sale.
''***Sample area near Delta State Teachers College,
college.

and one young man

(a G.I. Student)

attended
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used, the landlord had the land broken and charged a fixed amount per

Two renters borrowed tractors
from relatives and one swapped work
acre.

for the use of a tractor.

Heads and homemakers

who

families

ator

were

farming an average of 22 acres of
land. On the farms of 40 of these,

were used. The usual arrangement was to pay a fixed amount

tractors

per acre for breaking the land or for
breaking and planting. Heads in the
majority of these white families
worked on their cotton farms 6 days

week

in white

do cotton farm
work, however, usually spent 8 hours
or more. All family heads and 69 perfamilies

cent of the

white opersharecroppers

Sixt3^- three of the 187

463

did

homemakers working on

cotton farms in September spent this

much

time.

Three hundred and forty-one of
the 816 individuals in the white labor supply had 9th grade schooling
or more. In this group of 341 were
52 who had completed one or more
years in college. White homemakers
and other females had completed

er in September; it was one percent
for January and 42 percent for Sep-

more grades than had
white family heads and other males
(Table 18). However, more family
heads than homemakers had attended
college. In fact, almost one in every
ten of the heads had completed one
or more years in college. Fifty-eight
of the 143 other males and 43 of the
103 other females were in public
school at the time of the study. Five
females and one male were in col-

tember.

lege.

a

September 1946. Only 4

in

heads (or one percent ) spent as much
time in January 1947 on their farms
(Table 17). In fact, only about onefourth spent any time at all during
this winter period. The majority of
white homemakers did not work on
cotton farms in either period, but the
proportion working was

Table

Number

17.

of

much

great-

somewhat

days white family heads and white homemakers did farm work
January 1947 and in September 1946.*

Family heads
Percent

Days worked
January

Number

1

Homemakers
Number Percent
|

|

1947

None
7 or less
8 - 21

247
0

_

1

More than

No

in

21

1

report

Total

277

September

144
2
64
41

71
2

7 or less

8-21
More than

No

257

100

1946

None

57
147
0

21

report

Total

*Farm work refers to gainful farm work; not production of food for
**These two groups together will give approximately one percent.
Table

18.

Last grade co mpleted by white farnily heads

Family heads

Last grade

completed

9-12
No

rppnrt

homemakers, and other members.
Other members
Females
Males
Number Percent Number Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

47
142
80
27
2

16
47
27
9

41

15

36
42

1

99
113
16
3

1

1

298

100

272

100

143

.

5-8

More than

,

1

4th or less

Total

Homemakers

home consumption.

12

_

6

]

|

28
55
57
2

29

9

38
40

44
40

17

9
42
39

1

3

3

100

103

100

7
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Figure

3.

Flame cultivator mounted on

There were 130 white families with
one or more children 6 to 13 years
of age. In 35 percent of these families
the children were retarded in school
as compared with the standard grade
completed for age; in 33 percent they

were advanced

in school as

compared

with the standard; the remainder
were normal for grade completed for
age.

Fifty-two percent of the white labor supply were in the 14-35 year
group. Only 8 percent were 60 years
of age or older. Twenty-nine percent
of the family heads had not reached
their 36th birthday; only 12 percent
were 60 years of age or more. This
means that the majority of white
family heads were in those years of
highest earning capacity.
In the group of 816 whites 14 years
and over were 136 who had had one
or more vocational courses, or were

taking vocational training at the time

23

a tractor.

This number included
108 males and 28 females.

of the study.

A

total

of

131

vocational courses

had been taken or were being taken
by the 108 males. Eighty-one were
World War II veterans. Twenty-seven of these were taking G.I. farm
training. Two had had G.I. mechanical training. Seventeen veterans reported special courses while in the
service. These included courses in
truck driving, in cooking, mechanical
courses, courses in bookkeeping and
in administration, training in shoe
repair, radar and radio courses.

Eleven white males had had professional training including training

mechanical and civil engineering,
cotton breeding, ministerial training,
teacher training. Eighteen reported
having taken agriculture in high
school and/or college.
in

Twenty-nine vocational courses
had been taken or were being taken

AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN
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by the 28 females. These courses included, for the most part, business
courses, and teacher training courses.
One woman had had nurse's training;
another, a beauty parlor course; and
two, training for telephone and telegraph operation. High school courses
Economics were not rein Home
co-rded, since they prepare for homemakin^g, a nongainful occupation.

and 7 respectively. The most typical
combination of types of occupations
having been pursued by family heads
farm non-owner operator or
was:
wage worker; farm assistant; non-

In Table 20 are listed the principal
combinations of types of gainful occupations which white family heads,

About 40 percent of
heads, 75 percent of the homemakers
and other males, and 85 percent of
the other females had not had experAbout 10
ience in nonfarm work.
percent of the heads and other males
and about 3 percent of the homemakers and other females had done

farm unskilled and semiskilled wage
worker. For the other three groups
it was farm assistant only; i.e., assisting husband or parents with the crop

^

^'

j

li

c

j.
j

^

^

without cash payment (Table 20).
the

homemakers, and other male and female members have pursued. Family
heads had more different combinaof types of occupations than
did homemakers, other males and
females. They had 34 different combinations or occupational histories.
The other three groups had 22, 11,

tions

i

family

'

'

i

]

,

!

wage work in nonfarm purThirteen percent of the males
and one percent of the females had

skilled
suits.

]

Table

19.

Ages

of white family heads,

Family heads

homemakers, and other members.

Homemakers

Age groups

]

14-35 years
36-59 years 60 years and

Number

Percent

88
175
35

29
59

298

over

Total

Table

Other members
Males
Females
Number Percent Number Percent

Number

|

Percent

|

1

|

45

132
7

3
5

83
6
14

80

51
4

4

12

121
139
12

92

100

272

100

143

100

103

100

6
14

Occupational histories of white family heads, homemakers, and other members.

20.

Family heads

Occupational

Homemakers

Other members
Males
Females
Number Percent Number Percent
1

histories*

Number

Farm non-owner

|

|

|

—

G]

21

26

10

43

30

17

66

22

7

3

6

4

0

42

14

16

opera-

wage worker;

tor or

semi

Percent

opera-

assistant

Farm non-owner
farm
farm

Number

wage worker;

tor or

farm

Percent

assistant;

unskilled

nonand

skilled wage

worker

Farm owner

operator;

farm non-owner operator or wage worker; farm assistant

Farm
Farm

assistant only
assistant;
nonfarm unskilled, skilled or
skilled

0

151

55

59

41

0
54

52

0

5

2

7

5

1

1

0

0

semi

wage worker

Farm

nonfarm manager, clerk
and kindred worker
Assisted in or did no
assistant;

gainful work
All other occupational
histories

Total

0

12

4

8

6

6

6

0

17

6

4

3

19

19

129
29

i

43

74

20

16

11

6

6

100

292

100

143

100

103

100

*Because of space limitations only principal combinations of types of occupations having been
pursued are listed. Individuals having less frequent combinations of types of occupations are placed
in the "all other occupational histories" group.
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been managers, clerks, and kindred
workers. This type of work embraces
what is generally called "white collar " work. Managers are not usually
classified as "white collar" workers,
but they were in this study, since

were few managers and the
managership was of small establishments only. Thirty-eight in the entire group
36 males and 2 females
had operated businesses. (See Apthere

—

—

pendix for particular occupations included in the various types used in
reporting occupational histories).

Eighty-six percent of the family

heads had the same main occupation
in 1946 as at the time of the study,

Summer
changed
heads

1947; 14 percent had
occupations. Of those 39

who had changed main

occu-

pations, the greatest proportion, 46
percent, had shifted from one type
of farm tenure or farming arrangement to another. Nine (or 23 percent
of those changing) had shifted from
a farm to a nonfarm occupation, and
9 (or 23 percent) from a nonfarm to

number
est

of years ago,

one of the larg-

plantations in the Yazoo Delta

was instrumental in bringing over a
number of rural Italian families.
These families prospered and in turn
sent for relatives left behind.

The main occupation
tal

of the

paren-

family at the time the family

head and homemaker left home was
181
Only 13 percent of
usually farming.
the heads and 14 percent of the
homemakers reported a nonfarm occupation. The farm tenure most often
reported for the parental family was
sharecropper. Thirty-four percent of
the family heads and 35 percent of
the homemakers so reported. Thirtyone percent of the heads and 27 percent of the homemakers reported the
main occupation of their parental
family as farm owner operator and
24 of the heads and 19 per18 percent
cent of the homemakers reported it
as renter operator.

As is shown in Table 21 about
two-thirds of the family heads and
three-fourths of the homemakers
were born

a farm occupation.

25

in Mississippi.

The Clay

67
Area,
one of the less fertile
soil areas of Mississippi, was the area
in which 38 percent of the heads and
37 percent of the homemakers born
in the state reported as their birthplace. In fact, more heads and more
homemakers reported addresses located in the Clay Hills Area than reported addresses located in the Yazoo Delta Area. Thirty-three percent
of the Mississippi born heads and 32
percent of the Mississippi born home-

Hills

Past family background of white
heads and homemakers:
About 85
percent of the parents of family
heads and homemakers were born in
the South.
Of those born in the
South, a little more than two-thirds
were born in Mississippi. Fourteen
percent of the heads and 12 percent
of the homemakers reported their
parents had been born outside the
United States, usually in Italy. A
Table

Place of birth of family heads and

21.

homemakers

in

white families.

Family heads
Number Percent
|

Mississippi

Another Southern

state

|

|

Homemakers
Number Percent
|

65
24

188

73

44

17

2
9

6
3

In U. S. outside the South

5

Foreign country
Unknown or not reported

0

—

2
16
7

277

100

257

Total

„

.

.

ZZ-

1

100"
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makers reported a Yazoo Delta ad-

ing. Fifty-four

dress as their birthplace.

lies

The Brown Loam Area was often
reported as the birthplace also, but

much

than the Clay Hills
Yazoo Delta Areas. Nine percent of the Mississippi born family
heads and 12 percent of the Mississippi born home makers reported addresses in the Brown Loam Area as
their birthplace. With mechanization
in cotton production, the Delta Area
can no longer serve as a place for
farm labor not needed in other areas
less often

or the

of Mississippi.

24).

other males and females are even
higher. Nearly nine out of ten had always lived in the open country. Most
of those who had lived in town had
lived in small towns, generally in

Table

Family heads

lived in

lived in

Total
Largest town lived in*

Town

less

which the 277 family heads
had lived* (cumulative

number and
Area lived in
Bolivar County only
Yazoo Delta
Mississippi

.

1

Number

Percent

[

6

16
31
152

—

South
United States

11

55
89
91
100

245
253
277

_

_-

_

in

percent).

Others**

Table

Number

of years in present location
of white families.

24.

Number
Years on present farm
1. 8^
1
year or less
More than one through 3 years.... 60
22
More than 3 through 5 years
More than 5 through 10 years .... 45
56
More than 10 years
|

Percent

I

32
22
8

....

No

report
Total

Where white

25.

Where family

|

this

In

Bolivar

ToO

Number

In this house

On

2

277

families lived

lived in 1946

16

20

6

in 1946.

Percent

|

66

183

farm in another house
County not
on this farm

..

-

....

9

3

42

15

21
9
12

8

In the Delta not in

County

Bolivar

.

In Mississippi not in the Delta
in Mississippi

Not

No report
Total

Homemakers

—

.
.
.

3
5

1

277

100

homemakers and other members.
Other members
Males
Percent

Females

1

Number

Percent

170

61

155

60

121

86

88

85

107
277

39
100

102
257

40
100

19
140

14
100

15
103

15
100

31

29

36

35

7

37

5

33

40

43

40

39

9

47

7

47

16

15

13

13

0

2

13

14

13

13

13

3

16

1

7

107

100

257

100

19

100

15

100

Number

Percent

Number

|

|

Number

|

Percent

town and

open country
than

2,500

inhabitants

Town

in

10 years.

open

country

Have

Area

23.

white families

Residential experience of white family heads,

experience

more than

the present farm

Table

The white family of this study
shows a pattern of mobility. Only 11
percent of the heads had always
lived in the Yazoo Delta (Table 23).
Only 55 percent had always lived in
Mississippi. There is evidence in Tables 24 and 25 of much recent mov-

Residential

reported having lived on

one-fifth

Mississippi.

Always

Thirty-one percent did not live

there in 1946 (Table 25). Only about

*Area covered while in service not included.
**Includes heads born outside the U. S.

homemakers had always lived in the
open country. The proportions for

22.

percent of the fami-

had not lived on their present
farm or location over 3 years (Table

As will be noted in Table 22, about
six out of every ten family heads and

Table

463

2,500-25,000

inhabitants
City 25,000-100,000
inhabitants
City over 100,000
inhabitants
Total

*The family member interviewed was asked to name the largest town lived in and the population
was inserted at the time the schedule was edited. Areas covered when in service were not

of the town
included.
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background of
family
Present
white heads and homemakers: Seven
percent of the white families (or 20
families) reported that they had had
someone in the family to quit farming and go into

"public"

or

other

work during the past two years. Of
the 30 members who had quit, 8 had
heard about the job from friends; 6
from relatives; and 6 from advertisements. Six in the group just applied for a job

and got

four persons did not

member who

left

it.

Families of

know how

the

had heard about

the nonfarm job.

As

is

shown

parent, brother and^or sister living in
Bolivar County. In about one-third
of the families there were one or more
of these relatives in Delta counties
other than Bolivar, and in nearly
one-half of the families there were
one or more of these relatives in Mississippi, but not in the Delta, and in
48 percent of the families there were
one or more of these relatives in the
South, but not in Mississippi. In
other words, most of the relatives of
white families were in Mississippi or
in the South. However, one family
in four had one or more relatives
outside the South.

Present socioeconomic situation of
white families: As has been previously mentioned, data concerning the
socioeconomic situation of the family
Table

25.

some indication concerning
probable usefulness in other occupations and/or locations and possible
attitude towards making a change.
Data to be presented include net cash
incomes, extent of production of food
for home consumption, housing facilgives

ities,

White families

in

amount

liquid assets, and
community organiza-

of

participation in
tions.

Net cash income received in 1946
by white families of the study varied

As will be noted,
about one-fourth of the families had
received less than $1,000; about onefourth, $3,000 or more. The median
cash income received was $1,725.
greatly (Table 27).

Eighty-seven percent of the famireceived cash income from farm

in table 26, the family

head and/or homemaker in nearly
three-fourths of the families had a

27

lies

The median amount thus
derived by those having was $1,095.
Thirty-five percent of the families
received cash incomes from nonfarm
sources and 30 percent received cash
from sources other than farm or nonfarm work. Median amount derived
by those having from nonfarm work
was $775; from other cash receipts,
sources.

$800.
Table

Net cash income of white families
during 1946.*

27.

Net cash income
Negative income
$

0- 249
250- 499
500- 749
750- 999
1000-1499
1500-1999
2000-2999
3000-4999
5000 and

|

Number
-

..

-

..

report
Total
all

Percent

|

3

1

9
19

3

24

9
6
17
13
15
14

7

17

,

over

No

*From

classes

—

_
.

48
37
40
39
39
2

14
1

277

-

100

sources.

which head and/or homemaker have one or more relatives

(parents, brothers, and sisters) in various locations.

Location with one or more relatives
Bolivar Cmmty
Delta not including Bolivar County
In Mississippi not including Delta
Outside the South

|

|

Percent*

19R
100
132
78

Unknown
No report

72
36
48
28

—
—

1
.

Total families
*Will not check

Number

_

1

277

J

up

100 percent, since

some families have

relatives in several locations.
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The amount of net cash income
received gives only a part of the picFarm
ture of farm family income.
products, and especially food, are
produced for home consumption.
When such food products used by
white families were valued at prices
received by farmers in the area in
1946, as compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, there was a
of farm furnished food
Fortynearly $300 per family.
eight percent of the families had
values of more than $300.

median value
of

Vegetables

were

home consumption by

produced

for

m.ore families

than was any other class of foods,
though poultry ran vegetables a close
Seventy-seven percent of
second.
the families had gardens in 1946.
Fifty-one percent of those with gardens had three or more vegetables in
their gardens more than six months
during the year; 46 percent reported
three or more fresh vegetables from
their gardens for four to six months
during the year. Only about 6 percent of those with gardens had row
gardens. Fenced gardens of about
one-fourth acre were the most typical.

by the white families. In the
group of 151 families producing milk,
the 171 families producing pork, the
179 families producing eggs, are pos-

in 1946

sibly a number of potential dairy
livestock farmers.

Table

28.

Fifty-three percent of the houses
white families resided were furnished by their landlord or employer. Thirtj^-three percent of the families owned their own
homes and 13 percent rented their
homes. Houses of white families
varied greatly from (1) "houses of
the more pretentious type; of brick,
or if frame, painted and with good
b:ick or concrete foundation; in excondition;
attractive
surcellent
roundings; six or more rooms" to (2)
"cheaply constructed houses of 2 to
5 rooms; unpainted, or if painted or
stained, in poor condition; if covered
with composition asphalt siding, in
poor condition; of the square, oblong
or 'shotgun' types; barns or outbuildings lacking or merely makeshifts; also includes larger houses in
very poor condition: house often
needs screening."
in vvhich the 277

About one percent

of the houses
the first group, about 26 percent in the second. The majority of
houses of white families in this study,

Kinds of food produced for home consumption, 1946, by white families, number having,
percentage having, and median amount of those having.
Nv.-niber

Kinds of foods
Milk
Egss
Dressed pork
bther dressed meat

naving
151

179
_

171
51

Friers

205

-

-

Other dressed poultry
Sweet potatoes
Irish

and

i3ll in

In Table 28 is hsted the kinds of
food produced for home consumption

Hens

463

potatoes

Cornmcal
Syrup
Canned vegetables
Canned fruits
Frozen vegetables
Frozen fruits
Fresh fruits
Melons
Drv beans and pMs
Peanuts
Other nuts
_
....

121
6

.

r~"zi'z^zz'zzz"zz

I!~"""~r!Z!Z"

~Z ~

143
46

153
24
20

1

1

Percent
having
55
65
62
18

74
44
2
42
52
17

70
55
9
7

8
.

59
47
6

10
21
17
2

Median amount
1

Unit
gal.

no.
lbs.
lbs.

no.
no.

I
1

for those
494
1625
400
210
30
10

lbs.

50

bu.
bu.
bu.

4

gal.
qts.
qts.
qts.
qts.
gal.

25
140
58
60
40
6
30
30
2
4

no.
gal.

bu.
bu.

3
5

having
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therefore, were neither pretentious
nor in very poor condition.

Conveniences such as running wa-

and electricity were fairly common, especially electricity. Sixty-one
percent of the houses were wired.
Water was piped into 40 percent of
the houses, and 37 percent had modern bathroom equipment, including
a flush toilet, a tub, and a lavatory
with running water.
ter

Wood was not used for heating and
cooking by most of the white families. Twenty-one percent used wood
altogether for heating; 24 percent
used coal and kindling wood. Of those
using wood altogether for heating,
95 percent secured it from the farm
on which they resided; 3 percent,
from a nearby farm; and 2 percent,
by purchase.
Fifteen percent of the families reported that they used wood altogether for cooking; 5 percent, that
they used wood and coal. Of those
using wood altogether for cooking,
88 percent reported that it was secured from the farm on which they
lived; 7 percent, from a nearby farm;
and 5 percent, by purchase.

About one-half
their

own wood

of those cutting
(or having it cut) re-

ported that it was wood designated
by the landowner as suitable for fuel.

Forty-seven percent of the families
used kerosene for cooking, 29 percent
used gas, and 4 percent used electricity. For heating, 32 percent used
gas and 22 percent used kerosene.

As previously mentioned, informaTable

Number

30.

Number meetings
attended

None
8

9-16

More than
Total

16
.

tion concerning liquid assets of the
families was secured since having'
liquid assets makes shifts in locations
and/or occupations more feasible. As^
is shown in Table 29, nearly threefourths of the families had someliquid assets.
About one-third re-

ported having savings stamps and/or
bonds. Of those with saving stamps
and/ or bonds, 28 percent reported
$250 or less; 53 percent, $251-1,000;
and 18 percent, more than $1,000.
Table

Kind of liquid assets had by white
families at time of study.

29.

Kind of liquid assets
None
Cash on hand and/ or

Number

|

Percent

|

76

27

savings only
Bonds and savings stamps only
Both types of liquid assets „
No report

103

37

31
G5
2

24

Total

277

100

-

.

-

11
1

Sixty-one percent of the families
stated that they had cash on hand
and/or savings. The total amount was
for 39 percent of those with such
assets $250 or less. For 21 percent of
those with these assets it was $251 ta
$1,000; and for 40 percent, more than
$1,000. A number of white families
have liquid assets in amounts sufficient to facilitate adjustment into
other locations and occupations. But
these were farm owners or large scale
renters whom mechanization will
least affect.

As mentioned before, one factor
which may help to determine the
family's

willingness to

move

is

Nvimber

Percent

Number

Percent

Males
Percent

Number

Percent

19

29

14
29

140

100

103

100

100

100

|

27

257

277

Number

21

46
36

111
64

Females

1

]

32
27

59
33

41
31
14
14

|

42
24
15

43
25
18
14

86
39
38

its

with local organizations.
As will be noted in Table 30, about
60 percent of the white family heads,
homemakers, and other males had
affiliation

of community organization meetings attended by heads, homemakers, and other
members in white and Negro families during 4-months period.
Other members
Family heads
Homemakers

114

or less

29>

15

31

26
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attended one or more meetings of
organizations in the 4-months period
preceding the interview. About 70
percent of the other females had participated as much. The organization
with which there was most participation was the church. Most of the
churches for white families are located in tow^n where the white popuThe white
lation is concentrated.
population in open country areas of
the Delta is small and transportation
to the nearest town, especially during the late winter and early spring
when rural roads are often impassable, is not readily available. Only
50 percent of the white families had
an automobile. It might be that some

of

would welcome a

these families

change in location

—

a change thatl

would bring them nearer

Members

463

meeting

to

number

of fam^
interviewed complained to the
field agents of their isolation.
places.

in a

ilies

Of those members attending meetings, 10 percent of the heads, 7 per-

cent of the homemakers, 4 percent of
the other males, and 14 percent of
the other females held one or more
offices. It is interesting to note that
participation was greater in the
group where more offices were held;
but, perhaps, offices were held because participation was greater.

DISPLACEMENT OF LABOR SUPPLY BY
MECHANIZED COTTON PRODUCTION
The composition and characterisNegro and white families in
representative cotton growing areas
have just been presented. The next
tics of

step is to coordinate this information
with information on displacements.
As has been explained, the sample of
white families was tripled in order
to get a sufficient number for study.
This means, therefore, that before

data secured can be coordinated with
data on displacements, these data
must be weighted, that is, data secured from each race given their relative importance in the population.
For example, schedules were obtained from 62 white and 15 Negro
families whose main occupation in
1946 was farm owner operator. But
the sample of white families had
been tripled. This means that in a
cross-section sample of the population, there would be 15 Negro owner
and 21 white owner operator fami-

The main

occupation

335 was

of

farming.

—

The two largest groups
sharecroppers and one-family-farm-renter families
will be the two most
greatly affected by mechanized production. Production of cotton with
the cotton picker and with types of
cultivation and other weed-control
methods that may eliminate hoeing

—

would result in immediate displacement of many in this group. Morethan-one-family-farm - renter families would have capital to compete
with the fully mechanized farm at
least for a time.

to

Displacement of farm owners due
mechanization is indeterminate.

About 80 percent farmed a

lies.^

Sixty-two divided by

In Table 31 is shown number of
families in weighted (or cross-section) sample classified by main occupation in 1946. In this sample of
362 families, 269 are Negro; 93 white.

3

equals approximately

21.

80 acres or
40 acres or

less,

total of

about 50 percent of

less.s

Some

of

these
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small owner operated farms were located on the fringes of the Delta soils,
and in the new ground sections. Here
mule power was generally used, but
use of tractors was increasing. It may
be that this group will stay on the
land and benefit by a moderate use
of farm machinery. Custom work and
cooperative ownership of equipment

farmed

may

owner

by

40.

31

one-family-farm-

families would be sufficient
for 11 families with fully mechanized
This means a discotton farming.
placement of 194 out of 240 share-

renter

cropper and one-family-farm-renter
families; i.e., about 80 percent. As
has already been pointed out, there
are likely to be, in addition,

increase. Another possibility, of
course, is that they may not be able
compete with the completely
to
mechanized farm. According to
Sayree three families on this cotton

and

farm-renter
there

is

some

more-than-one-familydisplaced

families

difficulty in

if

competing with
Adjustments of

mechanized farms.
these two groups into other types of
farming and/or occupations is not so
important a problem, however, since
fewer families will be involved, and

plantation area could operate and
manage 320 acres of cropland, including field work, and maintenance

two three-plow tractors and suitable sized equipment in a mechanized cotton production program. This
means about 100 acres per family.

for other reasons to
later on in this report.

of

be

discussed

Sharecropper and One-Family-

The weighted acreage farmed per
family by sharecroppers in this study
was 17V2 acres, by one-family-farmrenter families, 27 acres. The land
now farmed by 200 sharecropper
families would be sufficient, therefore, for 35 families with fully mechanized cotton farming. The land now

Farm-Renter Families
that full
It has been estimated
mechanization in cotton production
will displace about four-fifths of the
sharecroppers
and^or
one-familyfarm-renter families; that about 20
percent can be used with such production. Families with one or more
members who have had experience

Acres farmed include those farmed by family
members, wage workers, and croppers.
6

C. R. Sayre, "Economics of Mechanization in
Cotton Production." Doctoi'al dissertation submit-

ted to the Department of Economics at Harvard
University, Nov. 1948. Material was secured in

connection with an unreported study made when
he was a member of the Mississippi Agricultural
Experiment Station.

Table

31.

in technical work useful in
ized farming, or who have
who can easily be trained,

mechanmembers

doubt, be asked to remain.

Whether

they do so will depend on

Weighted number of white and Negro families

Main occupation

Total families
I

Number

v/ill,

many

'

|

Number

Number

|

Farming

Owner

_

36

21

15

40
13
200

13
7
21

27
6
179

19

5

14

1

0
2

17

Renter

One -family farm
More-than-one-family farm
Sharecroppers
Wage workers
Technical work useful in mechanized farming
Technical work not useful in mechanized
farming

Day

laborers
Salaried workers
Managers and overseers
Professional and clerical

Nonfarming

No

occupation
Total

19

6

1

5

1

1

1

0

24

17

3

362

fac-

by main occupation in 1946.
White families
Negro families

classified

__1

"93

7
2
269

no

MISSISSIPPI
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was picked from 4.7 acres each day with
machine such as this.

of 4.1 bales of cotton

such as economic returns from

alternative occupations, desire to live
in the Yazoo Delta, etc.

According
31,

to estimates

from Table

86 percent of the sharecropper

and one-family-farm-renter families
are Negro families. About one-fourth
have family heads 60 years or over
and/or who are physically unfit.
Only one-third of these had resided
on the present plantation 10 years
or more. This means the plantation

owner

will not, in most cases, feel
to care for the older
family not needed for the crop. The
majority will need some form of public assistance.

called

upon

463

a cotton pickinc

With full mechanization, a little
more than one-half the sharecropper
and one-family-farm-renter families
will have to shift into other types of
farming, or into nonfarm pursuits.
Factors present which will tend to

make

supply less useful in
occupations and/or locations
are: (1) near-illiteracy on the part of
the majority of the members; (2)
limited occupational experience
most of the labor supply has had no
experience except in farm work, and
the experience of the few who have
had other experience is limited
largely to unskilled and semi-skilled
wage work; (3) limited experience
this labor

other

—
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incomes received in 1946 by these

in the production of foods; (4) relatively small number with family
head 35 years and under.

One

cotton farm families are fairly typical of what has been received in the
past or is expected in the future.
Many of these families have adjusted
their consumption patterns to low incomes and are unfamiliar with other
family living patterns they do not
have the health, the information, or
the desire to make the effort needed
to earn more^; (2) an adjustment to
long hours of work during cultivation and harvesting cotton, and to

factor present v/hich will tend

to make this labor supply more useful in another occupation is: experience in working under direction. The

—

gained in working in a
plantation system could be transferred to occupations requiring simidiscipline

lar discipline.

Factors present which will make
the labor supply less willing or able
to shift into other occupations and
locations are: (1) the fact that low
Table

32.

33

ral

See "Consumption Patterns and an AgricultuProgram for the South," by Dorothy Dickins,
13, No. 1, March 1948.

Rural Sociology, Vol.

Description of white and Negro sharecropper and one-family-farm-renter families.

All
families*

Item

White
1

families

Negro
1

1

families

|

Families with 1 or more members having
6th grade schooling or more
Families with 1 or more members having
9th grade schooling or more
Families with a female head _
Families with 1 or more members who had earnings, 1946,

from technical work useful

in

54

45

mech-

anized farming
Families with 1 or more members who had had
or are having vocational training
Families with head 60 years and over
Families with head 35 years and imder
Families with one or more members having had
occupational experience in nonfarm work
Families with one or more members having had
occupational experience in nonfarm work other
than unskilled and semiskilled work
Families in which head lost a week or more from
acute or chronic illness or injuries due to accident,

81

1946

-

12
11

14
20

52

16

17

Families in which homemaker lost a week or
more from chronic illness or injuries due to
accident,

1946

17

*Percentages weighted according to relative importance of whites and Negroes in the population. The
population of a cross-section sample is about 25 percent white families; 75 percent Negro families. Then
the total population would have 45 percent of 75 percent plus 81 percent of 25 percent, or 54 percent
with one or more members having 6th grade schooling or more.

Table

Some factors which may make white and Negro sharecropper and one-family-farm-renter
33.
families less willing to enter other occupations and/or locations and less useful in other
occupations and/or locations.

Factors

Net cash income 1946 less than $750
Value home-produced products used
.

families

Percent

Percent

62

57

64

64

47
22

1946 less

$250
lived all life in Delta
lived all life in Mississippi

_

Family has less than $250 liquid assets
Families with one or more members having participated in community organizations in past

months

62

34
74

16

27

13

29
89

53
70

21

78

23

96

parents, sisters.

brothers outside Mississippi

4

31
71

parents, sisters, or

brothers outside Delta

Head and homemaker no

Negro

families

Percent
.

than

Head
Head
Head and homemaker no

White

All
families*

96

*Percentages weighted according to relative importance of whites and Negroes in population.
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labor supply in these families

actual idleness during certain periods
of the year; (3) absence of, or limited
amount of liquid assets; (4) close affiliation with the leading community
organization that is, the church.

sisting in the same.

As

will be noted,

practically every person in the families 14 years and over worked or assisted in the cotton crop. In addition,
many children 13 years and under
also assisted. Full mechanization will
mean, therefore, displacement not
only of the family head who makes
the crop, but displacement of homemakers and other males and females,
usually sons and daughters, who also

Factors present which will make
the labor supply more willing and
able to shift into other occupations
are: (1) their means
livelihood will be cut off, and
some positive action will have to be
taken; (2) in the majority of families, the head has lived outside the
Yazoo Delta. In most of the families,
the head and/or homemaker has parents, brothers, or sisters living outside the state who may help them
find work.

and locations
of

assist.

Cotton production provides a

full-time job for a few
all

months

for

family members.

Effective use of the displaced labor
supply would involve full-time work
for the family head, with the possi
bility of children under 18 years attending school full time, and of
homemakers, especially those with
young children, devoting full time to

Individuals in the Labor Supply of

Sharecropper and One-Faini!y-

Farm-Kenter Families
is

was

sharecropping, farm renting, or as-

—

In Table 34

463

given the main gain-

homemaking.

ful occupation during 1946 of all persons 14 years and over in the 240

sharecropper

and one-farhily-farmrenter families. The main gainful oc-

Homemaking is a job and time
should be devoted to it by Negro as
well as white homemakers.
Many

cupation of the 645 individuals in the

homemakers

Table

34.

in these families prefer

Weighted numbers*

of whites and Negroes in labor supply from sharecropper and one-familyfarm-renter families classified by main gainful occupation, 1946.

Main gainful occupation

Whites

Negroes in

Total in
labor supply

labor supply

labor supply

Number

Number

Number

40
192

13
21
0
0
0
0

27
171

0
0
27
2
0

7
2
149

4

5

in

Family heads

Farm renter
Farm sharecropper
Farm day laborer
Farm specialized wage work
Nonfarm work
No gainful work
Homemakers
Farm sharecropper
Farm day laborer
Farm assistant

_

2
_

7

2
176
3
5
9

_

Production food for sale

Nonfarm work
No gainful work

—

other males
Farm sharecropper
Farm day laborer

Farm specialized wage work
Farm assistant
Nonfarm work
No gainful work

82
2
3

Farm

assistant

Nonfarm work
No gainful work
*The same method

...""Lr.."'"

of weighting as used in Table 31

is

used in

1

5

1

5
7
63

1

1

0

3

0
15
0
0

91

_

1

0
19

Other females
Farm day laborer

1

2

0
1

-

4

this table.

1

76
3
7

I

i

j

i
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field

work

to

house work. They like

the crowds, the talking, and singing
of other cotton choppers and pickers.
Negro, as well as white, girls in such
families need to develop household
skills and pride in workmanship in
early youth. Many of these women
and girls are more skilled in picking
and chopping cotton than in per-

forming

ordinary

household

task.

Effective use of the displaced labor

supply will involve then first of all
on education for

more emphasis
homemaking.

Many

children in these families attend school only irregularly during
the cotton picking and chopping season. They get behind in their school
work and fail to pass their grades
and finally drop out of school altogether.

Youth in Sharecropper and OneFamily-Farm-Renter Families

About 20 percent of the family
heads, 25 percent of the homemakers,
and 80 percent of the other males
and females were 14-35 years of age,
or in the group which can benefit
most by educational and vocational
training programs. Some extent of
the need for more schooling and
further vocational training is brought
to light by a study of occupations, locations and schooling followed by
sons and daughters no longer members of the sharecropper and onefamily-farm-renter parental family.

As

dren

attending

public

personal

noted, 55 percent of
these sons and 43 percent of these
daughters were in occupations other
than farming (Table 35). These percentages included the sons
and
daughters living in urban areas
whose occupation was unknown. In
other words, it was assumed that
since they resided in urban areas,
they had occupations other than
farming. It also includes a few chil-

who

factory

service,

operative

and laborer. Most of those engaged
in nonfarm occupations lived outside
the state (Table 36).

While more of the sons of the
sharecropper and one-family-farmrenter families not now a member of
the parental family had work other
than farming, more of the daughters

had farm work (or were married to
men having farm work). Daughters
had not migrated from Mississippi
to the extent that sons had. Ninetyfive percent of the daughters in farm

work and

43 percent in work other
than farming lived in Mississippi..
Table 35. Present main occupations of sons and
daughters no longer members of sharecropper and'
one- family -farm -renter parental families*.

Main

Sons
Percent **

occupations

Farm
Owner

39
0
2

Renter
Sharecropper

31

Day laborer
Farm assistant
Specialized wage worker

1

3
2

other than farm

Common

55
3

laborer

1

1

Daughters
Percent**
55
1

3
47

2
0
2
43
1

Domestic and personal
service

Driver and carrier
Factory operative and

...

laborer

Machine and related trades
Proprietor and manager
Salesman or saleslady
Sailor, soldier, watchman,
guard
.

will be

school

were away from home and supported
by someone not in the economic family. As is shown, kinds of off-farm
occupations engaged in by sons and
daughters were quite limited.
For
sons, the most common were factory
operative and laborer, soldier or
sailor; for daughters, domestic and

Public school
Veterans, veterans school;
and other specialized
training

-

Unemployed

..

-

.

Unknown
Unknown
Total

Number

...

persons

2
2

15

14
5

6

1

3

1

]

1

2

7

0

3

4

0
0
17
6

2-

100

loa

120

111

1

T

Z

*If not gainfully employed, classified by occupation of their husbands.

Percentages weighted according to relative ihrrportance of whites and Negroes in the popuiiatifln.
See method used in footnote of Table 32..
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Ninety-three percent of the sons in
farm work and 33 percent in work

generally lived outside the South.

other than farming lived in Mississippi (Table 36). It might be well to

majority

ask:

Why

ing

have so many more farmthan non-farming sons and

daughters of these families settled in
Mississippi?

Neither occupation nor location of
6 percent of the sons and of 2 percent of the daughters was known
(Table 35). The parental family
knew the location of 17 percent of
the sons and 7 percent of the daughters, but not their occupation. As will
be noted in Table 36, sons and
daughters with occupations unknown
Table

36.

As

will be noted in Table 37, the
of

sons

away from home
much as 6th grade

daughters

schooling. In the

Yazoo Delta there were relatively

more

of those with 5th grade schooling or less. Outside the Yazoo Delta
there were relatively more of those
with 6th grade schooling or more.
Living outside the state were 35 percent of the sons with 5th grade
schooling or less and 62 percent of
the sons with 6th grade schooling or
more. Living out of the state were 27
percent of the daughters with 5th
grade schooling or less and 39 percent of the daughters with 6th grade

Relation of occupation to location of sons and daughters no longer
and one-family-farm-renter parental families.

Occupations of sons*
Other than Occupation
farming
unknown
Farming
Percent
Percent
Percent

Location

and

did not have as

members

of sharecropper

Occupations of daughters*
Other than Occupation
Farming
farming
unknown
Percent
Percent
Percent

Rural areas,

„

Bolivar County

70

Rural areas Yazoo Delta, not
including Bolivar County....
Rural areas Mississippi,
outside Delta
Rural areas South not
including Mississippi
Town, Bolivar County
Mississippi town. Delta not
including Bolivar County,...
Mississippi town
outside Delta

_

Town, South not MississippiTown, West Coast
_
Town, East
Town, Middle West
Unknown.
Military camp,

Navy

Total

Number

..

persons

.

.

19

4
7

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
100

100

100

100

100

100

47

46

27

61

40

10

*Percentages weighted according to relative importance of whites and Negroes in the population.
See method used in footnote of Table 32.

Table

37.

Relation of schooling to location of sons and daughters no longer
and one-family-farm-renter parental families..

Schooling of sons*
6th grade
Schooling
not secured
or more
Percent
Percent
Percent

5th grade
or less

Liocation

Yazoo Delta

54
4
10
25

Mississippi, outside Delta
South, outside Mississippi

Outside the South

Unknown
Total

Number

persons

....

33

50

5

0
17
0

members

of sharecropper

Schooling of daughters*
Schooling
6th grade
not secured
or more
Percent
Percent
Percent

5th grade
or less
70
3

47
14
14
25
0

25
0
0
25
50

7

52
0

33

10
17
0

100

100

100

100

100

100

72

42

6

63

44

4

10

Percentages weighted according to relative importance of whites and Negroes in the population.
See method used in footnote of Table 32.
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schooling or more.
It would seem that effective use of
youth in families of sharecroppers
and one-family-farm-renter families
displaced by mechanization will involve, first of all, a remain-in-schdol
and/or a return-to-school program.
Elementary schooling is basic back-

ground information for almost all
kinds of vocational training. Even in
factory work of the semiskilled type,
one must understand the spoken and
written word. One may make mistakes in cotton picking or chopping
without adversely affecting others.
This is not true of factory work. The
public schools in the Delta need to
offer a wider range of vocational
training which fits in well with Delta
economy. More than ever before it is
important to develop mechanical
skill to keep up with rapid advances
in new power equipment.
The older groups which mechanization in cotton production will displace are rather inflexible when it
comes to shifting into other occupations, but not so the youth. In these
youth are human resources that are
as yet largely unrealized. It behooves
cotton areas to develop these human
resources to bring about higher levels
of living and a more prosperous cotton area.
Sharecropper and One-Family-

Farm-Renter Families With
Heads 36-59 Years
In about two-thirds of the families

sharecroppers and one-familyfarm-renters, the head of the family
is 36-59 years of age, or in those
years of greatest earning capacity,
yet beyond the period when he can
profit most from vocational training.
There are many jobs of unskilled and
semiskilled wage work these men are
capable of doing. One important
problem with them, as well as with
other sharecropper and one-familyfarm-renter families displaced, howof

37

ever, is the fact that most are Negro
families. Some jobs they could do are

now monopolized by
there

is

w^hites,

and

the problem of race conflict

with which no employer wants to
cope. Another problem is that some
of the labor unions and trade associations do not accept Negroes. The Negro has a contribution to make, and
he must be provided more and more
opportunities to make such contribution if the cotton plantation area
develop as it should. If jobs are
not available, many of the best workers will migrate, leaving those with
little initiative and ambition to lower
living standards.
Family heads 35 to 59 years and
is to

their families will perhaps have less
desire to leave the Delta area and
Mississippi than will the younger
group who can more easily adjust
to new locations and occupations.
Also, occupations somewhat similar
to those in which they have been following would seem especially suitable
to this middle-age group. Those who
have been successful in producing
food for home consumption might
well produce it for sale.
There is
need for truck growers, dairymen,
and poultrymen in the Delta area.
Then there is a vast potential field
of v7ork in areas of forestry, landscaping, terracing, ditching, levee
and road work. In its land, water,

and
that

forests, the

Delta has resources

have hardly been

realized.

It

needs to direct more of its human
resources to develop its material resources.
Such projects would be
especially suitable for a labor supply
accustomed to working in gangs under a leader, as have sharecroppers

on cotton plantations.
Sharecropper and One-Family-

Farm-Renter Families With
Heads 60 Years and Over

As has been previously stated,
about one-fourth of the sharecrop-
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and one - family - farm - renter
families have a family head 60 years
or over and'or who is physically unfit. The large number of aged persons in this group raises cultural as
well as economic problems. In addition to provisions for financial seper

curity, attention should be given to
opportunities for, and conditions of

for those not ready for
retirement. It seems likely that this
older group will remain in the Yazoo
Delta, as most of them have lived in
th«? Delta all their lives. Since they

employment

accustomed

arts

to

moving from one

Delta farm to another,

it is

probable

that many can find satisfactory locations in poorer soil areas of the Delta
area where they will remain in partial retirement. It is important that
the needs of the aged be considered
carefully and planned for efficienth^

and economically.

Owner and More-Than-OneFamily-Farm-Renter
Families

farm-renter group are Negro, while
only 46 percent of the owner and
more-than-one-family- farm - renter
group are Negro. Other reasons are
listed in Table 38.
As will be noted, more owner and
more-than-one-family -farm - renter
families have one or more members
having 9th grade schooling or more
and one or more members having
had occupational experience other
than fa^'ming and unskilled or semiskilled nonfarm wage work.
The
owner and more-than-one-familyfarm-renter
group earned much
more, raised more food for family
consumption, and had greater liquid
assets than did the other group. In
other

wo ^ds,

may

in the

owner and more-

than-on2-family-f arm-renter

more

and

group

for
into other occupations
and/ov locations. In this group are a
number of families with heads 60
yea^^s or mo":'e who have sufficient
capital and/or liquid assets to manage without public assistance.

a'^e

abilities

facilities

transferring

As has been previously mentioned,
some owner and more-than-onefamily-farm-renter families
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Other Families

The number

be

of families residing in

fami-

sample areas working for farm
v/ages o': salaries o doing nonfarm
work was relatively small. It may be
that mechanization in cotton produc-

since fewer families would be
affected and for other reasons. One
of the other reasons is that 86 percent
of the sharecropper and one-family-

tion will make available more total
wo""k of this kind, even though it
adversely affects businesses of certain types. With low incomes, such

displaced b}^ mechanized production.
It was stated that the problem will
not be as great as with sharecroppers

and

one-family-farm-renter

lies,

Table

38.

the

'

A comparison

of some characteristics of sharecropper and one-family-farm-renter with
owner and more-than-one-family-farm-renter families.

Item

Sharecropper and
one-family-farm-

Owner and more-than-

renter families

renter-families

Percent*

Percent*

Families with 1 or more members having
9th grade schooling or more
Families with head 60 years and over
Families with head 35 years and under
Families with one or more member having had occupational
experience in nonfarm work other than unskilled and
semiskilled wage work
_
_
Net cash income 1946 less than $750
_
Value home-produced products used 1946 $250 or more
_..
Family has $250 or more liquid assets
.

-

-

15
16
19

one-family-f arm-

57

30
16

—

:

*Percentages weighted according to relative importance of whites and Negroes in population.
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sharecropper and one-familyfarm-renter families receive, the
Delta is now a relatively good market for certain consumers goods such
as

as staple groceries, tobacco, cotton
overalls, and the like, but a relatively
poor market for dry cleaning, radios,
autos, refrigerators, medical services,

and the

like.

of cotton

may
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occupations of the first type, but will
increase opportunities
in occupations of the second type, for
those on mechanized farms will have
higher incomes. Then, there are cer-

undoubtedly

community

Mechanized production

activities
service
will increase with mechanization, such as welding shops, farm implement businesses, delinter fac-

reduce opportunities in

tories.

tain

which

EFFECTIVE USE OF THE DISPLACED

LABOR SUPPLY
Those who remain on mechanized
farms will have money to pay for
goods and services cotton field hands
never had. But probably as many as
two-thirds those in cotton plantation
areas will be displaced with full
mechanization. Planning for using
productively these human resources
is a problem for communities in such
areas, a problem for the state, and
the nation. It is important that the
displaced families go through the period with as little hurt as possible.

There must be, first of all, training programs in local communities

who

displaced. Even
will be better
schools, offering varied programs of
vocational training for children and
adults.
for those

are

more important

Industrialization in these cotton
areas must proceed more rapidly
than in the past. Largely this is a job
of selecting and establishing suitable
basic industries, large or small, that
fit in with the economy of the area.
When factories are working, the ex-

pansion of retail trade, services, and
professions will follow. So will the
facilities for processing and marketing the greater volume of farm production that people in the region will
need. Diversification of industries is
important.

Families who show abilities in
dairying, in livestock, and poultry
breeding, and in vegetable production for home consumption might
well be assisted in shifting into production for sale. Agriculture cannot
be reorganized to take care of all
farmers displaced by mechanization,
but can certainly use some of them,
especially in food deficit areas, such
as are areas
anization.

most affected by mech-

Projects to develop resources of
the areas as land, water, forests, are
important, not only for the area, but
for the individuals engaged in working on them. These projects are especially suitable for displaced sharecroppers who are accustomed to
working in groups under supervision.

Displaced families and individuals
families
will
need to be
helped in locating jobs, both in and
out of the state. Displaced rural
workers will be able to fill city jobs,

in such

though many will need training
do it.

Minimum

to

financial assistance will

be essential for the infirm and their
families pushed

off

cotton

planta-

tions.

One cannot say
there

is

that at present
a problem of displaced labor
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resulting
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from mechanization

ton production.

One reason

in cotis

that

general economic conditions are so
good that this shift is taking place
painlessly.

placement

Instead of outright disthere

is

migration

to

where opportunities seem better, especially by the young male.
Another reason why there is not now
a problem of more labor than needed
places

on cotton farms is the process of
mechanization has been slowed up
due to difficulties in developing effective weed control methods eliminating hand operations. Currently a
six-to-seven-week period of hand
hoeing is required.

It is
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a fact that economic conditions

change, and that methods of weed
control
are being
therefore, behooves

developed.

It,

communities in

cotton plantation areas to plan for
the day of full mechanization. It is
important that these communities
control rather than be controlled by
situations which may arise with full
mechanization in cotton production.
It might be well to point out in con-

clusion that this process is the same
process that took place in the mechanization of wheat production. But
mechanization in the production of
cotton may have more adverse effects than in the case of wheat because of the nature of the labor supply on cotton plantations just described.

LABOR SUPPLY AND MECHANIZED COTTON PRODUCTION
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APPENDIX
Classification of

Nonfarming Occupations

Character of

Work

Classification

(1) Clerical service: Bookkeeper; cashier, mail clerk; shipping clerk; bank teller; bank cashier;
stenographer; station agent (small town); filing clerk; record keeper; secretary of Chamber of Commerce; postmaster (in very small tov/n); enumerator; clerk not in stores: collector.
(2) Common labor:
Assistants or helpers in laying gas, water and pov/er lines, concrete roads,
steel rails laborers in oil fields, sandpits, gravel pits, garbage men; deckhands; laborers in orange and
apple groves and greenhouses; section hands; wood choppers; coal mine operatives; levee workers; CCC
Camp workers; fishermen; laborers engaged in clearing land, road work, digging dredge ditches.
(3) Domestic and personal service: Beauty parlor operators; worker at steam table in cafeteria; barber; manicurist; chef; hotel clerk; elevator tender; waitress; practical nurse; cook; waiter, soda
jerker; laundry operative; laundress; trapper.
Delivery men; bus drivers; truck drivers; taxi drivers; draymen; haulers;
(4) Drivers and carriers:
tractor drivers; rural mail carriers; postmen; highway maintenance men.
(5) Factory operatives and laborers: Operatives and laborers in all factories and plants, as candy,
auto, shoe, bag, cheese, etc.: bakers and their assistants; sawmill workers; ginnjrs.
(6) Machine and related trades: Machinists; pattern makers; thread cutters; engineers (stationary);
linesmen; crane operators; blacksmiths; plumbers; rail bridge inspectors; concrete inspectors; carpenters;
painters; roofer.3; paper hangers; metal welders; signal maintainers; electricians: marble setters; cabinet
makers: pipe fitters; watch m-aker:i: millwrights: locksmiths; street car motormen: telephone operators;
railroad brakemen; dressmakers; oil drillers; firemen for railroad; aviators; railroad switchmen; me-

chanic.
(7)

Professional

'preachers;

agents;
survey.
(8)

butch;

dentists:

physicians;

service: Pharmacists, chiropractors; chemists; lawyers; teachers; trained nurses;
home demonstration agents; agricultural engineers; surveyors: dieticians: county
photographers; recreational leaders; social workers; leader of Federal Housing

Proprietors and
peddler.

managers:

All

proprietors

and managers; boarding house keepers; railroad

Insurance agents; lumber graders; filling station attendants; cotton buyers; cattle
traders; sales agents; purchasing agents; cotton classers; clerks in stores; commcrc al travelers.
Watchmen constable; sailor; policemen: soldiers; firemen
(10) Soldiers, sailors, watchmen, etc.:
(city); convict guard; truant officer; guard in State and Federal buildings; caretakers.
(11) Supervisory service: Railroad conductor; matrons; supervisors; inspector (of work of others);
assistant road contractor; floorwalkers; foremen; assistant managers.
(9)

Salesmen:

Social-economic status classification

MANAGERS, CLERKS AND KINDRED WORKERS
Bookkeeper; cashier; mail clerk; shipping clerk; bank cashier; bank teller; stenographer; station
agent (small town); filing clerk; record keeper, secretary of Chamber of Commerce; postmaster (in very
small town); collector; enumerator; clerk not in stores; hotel clerk; postman; rural mail carrier; insurance agent; lumber grader; filling station attendant: cotton buyer; cattle trader; sales agent; purchasing
agent; cotton classer; clerk in stores; commercial traveler; managers and their assistants.

INDEPENDENT BUSINESS MEN AND WOMEN
All proprietors including boarding house keeper; railroad butch;

peddler.

PROFESSIONAL MEN OR WOMEN
Pharmacist; chiropractor; chemist; lawyer; teacher; trained nurse; preacher; dentist; home demonstration agent; agricultural engineer; surveyor; dietician; county agricultural agent; physician; photographer; recreational leader; social service worker; leader of Housing Survey.

SKILLED LABORERS
Beauty parlor operator; barber; chef; baker; sawyer; machinist; pattern maker; engineer

(stationary); crane operator; blacksmith plumber; railroad bridge inspector; concrete inspector; carpenter;
painter; roofer; paper hanger; cabinet maker; metal welder; electrician; marble setter; pipe fitter;
millwright; watchmaker; locksmith; dressmaker: fireman for railroad: assistant road contractor; aviator;
city fireman; mechanic; railroad conductor; floorwalker; inspectors, supervisors and foremen of machine and manufacturing shops.

SEMI-

AND UNSKILLED LABORERS

Assistants or helpers in laying gas, water and power lines, concrete roads, steel rails; laborers in
fields, sandpits, gravel pits; garbage men; deck hands; laborers in orange and apple groves, in
greenhouses; section hand; v/ood chopper; coal mine operator; levee worker; CCC Camp worker; fisherman; laborers engaged in clearing land, road work, digging dredge ditches; worker at steam table in
cafeteria: manicurists: elevator tender; waitress: practical nurse; cook; waiter; soda jerker; laundry
operative: laundress: trapper: delivery man; bus driver; truck driver; taxi driver: drayman; hauler;
tractor driver; highway maintenance man; factory operative or laborer; matron; ins-hector (as inspector of premises for city Board of Health); saw mill worker; cotton gin worker; thread cutter for railroad: linesman; supervisor and foreman (ar, section foreman); street car motorman; telephone operator;
caretaker: oil driller; watchman; railroad switchman; constable; sailor; policeman; soldier; convict
guard; truant officer; guard in State and Federal buildings; signal maintainer; railroad brakeman.
oil

